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Databst 15,1964

HEMOP).NDUM TOR: Yandy L. Miller, Assistant Director
for State Agreements Program

State, local and Indian Tribe Programs

FROMt Richard E. Cunningham Director
DivisionofIndustrialand

Medical Nuclear safety, HMS$

$118 JECT: REQUEST FROM WASHINGTON REGARDING EVALUATION
OF 1RPADIATOR SOURCES.

This is in risponse to your December 12,1988, camarandum requestfry our
assistance in evaluating old sources in the reactor pool at the WasaingtonState Un.!versity. The 27 sources consist of 5 beest AECL models 132 and

,

XC-309, J.L. Shepherd models 1099 and JEC'JC$ glet, and US Nuclear Corporation
eMel 368. Due to the lack of historic infora,ation on the source construction
(except from the AECL sources uscurre..t condition of the capsu)les,e, handling and isck of knowledge about thewe cannot rvcorrend that the sources bedeemed acceptable for licensing at this tima

If the State wishes to proceed with licensing of the sources they should request
information on the abova concerns and specifically address the following:

1) Configuration nr arrangement of the sources in the pool show ng the
location of the reactor and fuv1 storage areas.

- 2) The pH and conductance of the water in the pool along with a corrosion
assessment of the capsules and welds in that environment.

3) There have been cases involving older sources that due to changes in
their norr.a1 use conditions have develo
ORNL performed an analysis in the 1970' ped stress cracks at the 6eelds.s or, old cobalt-60 teletherapy
sources which supported the theory that embrittlement of the
weld lead to stress cracks forming because of transportation and
handling conditions. For this reason the Itcensee should physically
exacifne each source with particular attention being given to
identifying ary flaws in the weld, arty irregularity in the materials
and any _ dimensional changes or irregularities a.,d prepare a report on
their findings.

,

4) The licensee needs to provide information on the construction material.
'

of the J.L. Shepherd and US Nuclear sources speelfically addressing the
type of capsule raterial used, the type of filler rod used to weld the
capsules and the sourcesi associated ANSI classification.

,
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5) Due to the age of the sources it appebrs they may be at or near the
end of their useful life. The licenses should provide a justification
for continued use of these sources bssed on residual stresses introducedby past and p' resent use conditions.

Tnere is one issue the State of Washington ray want to be eware of based on the
inferration submitted. The Itcensee is only authorized to possess and use ORNL
and Idaho Fuclear Cor) oration sources. Their possession of the sources, identified
in the first paraprepa, ray be a violation of the Itcense. If the State considers
licenair.g the sources they should treat the action as if it were a Category !!!
irradiator and ensure that the associated requirements, tests and sampling provisionsare teplecented.

We understand that you have reque)ted hRR's view on the jurisdiction issue of whether
the State of Washin ton or NRC should license the capsules that are placed in a
nuclear reactor poo . Therefore, we have not addressed that matter.

If you have any questions please contact John Austin at Extension 23418.

Sincerely,

N
Richard E.'Cunnin Director
OlvisionofInduskhamrtal and

Medical Nuclear Safety, NMS$
.

DISTRIBUTION:
TRIT!rTJntral File NHSS r/f IMAP r/f i~ VHackenzie. SLITPAAdams, NRR JMapes, DGC Trich
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August 18,1988

XEMORANDUM FOR:
Stewart D. EbneterIon Safety andDirector
Division of Radiat

$sfeguards,R!
*

J. Phillip Stohr Director
Division of Radiation $sfety and

Safeguards, R!! -

John A. Hind. Director
Division of Radiation Safety and

Safeguards,R!!!

Richard L. Bangart Director
DivisionofRadiatlenSafetyand<

Safeguards, R!Y s

RossA.Scarano!ationSafetyandDirector
Division of Rad

Safeguards,RY

SUBJECT: l! CENSE C0hd!T!0N FOR BYPRODUCT MATERIAL TO BE !RRADIATED
IN A NON-POWER REACTOR

At the Reactor Health Physics Counterpart Meeting of May 18 19, 1988, fora
question arose as to what the appropriate license condition should be
cessesalon cf byproduct uterial at ncn power reactor facilities (see
tnclosure 1, item 8). The question was pr:ompted by a stateent in guid.nce
provided to the Regions in a Nmorandum dated March 8,1988 (Enclosure 2).
The statemnt in enclosure 2 appears in itts i and reads as follows:

byproduct sterial it shall be &mnd6d... gard to possession of...!f a reactor license is silent with re
'

All non power reactor 1 Senses have a 1? cense condition which permits th[
licensee to *pessess but not to se trate such by rod.:ct uterial as mey
have t>een produced by o,peration of t facility." his license condition
however, does not adequately cover b.nroduct uterial received at the facility'

which is go ng to be irradiated in the reactor. Enclosure 2 (Nemeandum,*

D.N. Crutch told to Regions, March 8,1988), item 3 states that -

All byproduct s torial which is to be inserted into a resetor,
or which is removed from the reactor, rust be covered by tha- .

reactor license while the r.aterial is within the facility.

In order to satisfy this condition the 1teense condition dealing with
pensassion of byproduct riterial s$ould be amended if a licensee receives

e f

.

CONTACT:
T. P.id.::h. Ha..VPDSNP
492-1102 g

E Sc09rs o24 g--
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t@roduct ratorial which is t. be irrs4 tat 6d in the reactor. The license
condition should read as fol'ws:

Pursuant to tha Act and 10 CFR Part 30 ' Rules of General Applicability
3

to Licensino of Byproduct Hattrial,' (and Part 70)* to recaive byproduct
e4terial khlch is to be irradiated in the reacte" wIthin 31 days of
receipt, and to possess, but not separate, such byproduct (and special
nuclear)* msterials as r4y be produced by operation of the facility.

* Delete if Part 70 tot applictble

Licensees assi request an an,tndm.nt to their license to include this cendition
if they receive byproduct r4terial to be irradiated by their reactor, unless
the raterial is covered by another license before it is inserted into the
r6 actor. s

'

't'iolations involving b reduct raterial that h to be irradiated ir, a
non p'cwar reactor shou d generally be chstged against the reactor licante
unless to:ne other specific documentation his been developed by the licenses.
In this regard the statienent in. enclosure 2, item 3 is rodified to raad as
follows:

All byproduct r.atarial htich is to be inserted into a reactor, should be
covered by the reactor Itcensel byproduct r.aterial htich is recoved from
the resetor cust be covered by the reactor license.

%

.

L ' u . G d pi ctorut.

Division of Reactor Proje@ts - 111,
Crutchfield,Denn

c
1Y, Y and Special Projects

*

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulpion
I

Enclesures:
As stated

*

$
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.

[ \ UNITso sTATas
;$ NUCLEAR REQULATORY COMMIS$10N

haswmotow,0. c. ttos .

March 8, 1988

HIM0RA.NDUH FOR: Frank J. Conrei Director
Division of ited!stion Safety and .

Safegustds,R1 ,

Dou 1as H. Collins Director
*

Divksien of Radiat!on $sfaty and
SafeCuards,R!!

John A. Hind Director
Divtsien of dadiation Safety and

Safeguards, RI!!
~

t.1 chard L. Enn!!st!on $sfaty andstt D1 rector
Division of Ra

.

Safeguards, R!v
.

Rosa A. Scarano|stion Safety andDirector
Division. of Rad

Sef& guards, RY

FROM: Dennis N. crutchfield, Director
| Division of Reactor Projects = !!!,

1Y, Y and $ eeial Projectst

Office of Nuc ear Reactor Regulation

$UBJECT: AIGULATORY RESPONS!P?LITIES FOR BYPRODUCT HATERIALS
IN NCN PDWIR REACTOR $

'

In a reonndum dated June 8 1987, Recion 1Y reqvtsted guidance for
.

determining cases where licen, sed t.aterlal in a non power reactor facility my!
-

be covered by a NRC 24terial license or an Agreement State licanse,{rather
'

thaa the reactor license.- This issue beccees irportant in determin ng
compliance and issuine notices of violation involving licensed uterial in a .

reactor facility. All regions were asked to coment on this issue. After
consideration vf your coments, we are providing the follestric guidance. The

| guidance has been coordinated with KMSS, GPA, and 000.

1. Generic outdance related to this issue is contained in Inspection
Manual Chapter 1832, Appendica I and 2. Homally material within
a non power reactor facility will generally be assu,med to be
possessed b the reactor licensee, unless thera is prior documentation
approved b i.10 or some other clear demonstration that the Itcensed
uterial is cove, red under another Itcense. '

'

| CONTACT:
7. Rh.hsel

970SW bx 2
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Consistant with f1 above, KMS$ does not normally 1: sue sep# rat, licenses which authorite possession of licanned uterial within enoperating reactor facility. If a resctor facilit
with regard to pussession of byproduct mater.tal, y license is silentar. ended. it should be
within operating reactor faellitias.h1tc norma 11y exercises exclusive federal jurisdiction

3.
All baroduct estarial which is to be inserted into a reactor, or
which is removed from the reactor $1n the facilitylicense while the material is wit must be covered by the reactor

.
4.

by the Safety Ivaluation Rep, ort or technical $)ecifications.The fertitty boundaries for a non power reacter are norm 11y defined
cbsence of identifiable facility boundaries In the

tae Regions should
attablish a facility bounder.y with the Itcen, set for corp 11ance<

purposes, and the boundary should be specified in 73 or FSAR. ,

5.
As inetcated in Manus) Chapter 2882. Appendix 2 there are
complex. exceptions to the above guidelines, and specific cases can be
resolution along with a proposed course of action. Questionable esses should be referred to Headquarters for

this Division for resolution.Questiou concerning this guidenet or specific cases should be referred to
>

appropriate. We will coordinate with NMSS GPA. and 0GC as
.

ennis .C hf e-
. r ter *

Division of Reactor'Proje s = lit, !Y,
Y and Special Projects

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
,
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MCs,9g UNITED STATES'a

8 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION io' I l RE000N Y , !i .

'g, Hec MARLA LANE. SUITE Me |

%*...*/ WALNUT CREEK. CAUFORNIA 94ISta3AB ,

JUN 161989
i

'

Docket No. 50-27 i

Research Reactor
Nuclear Radiation Center ,

Washington State University |Pullman, Washington 99163

Attention: Mr. W. E. Wilson
Associate Director

'

Gentlemen:
:

Subject: HRC Inspection i

This refers to the routine inspection conducter by Messrs. A. D. Johnson and
H. S. ' North of this office on May 24-26.1989, cf activities authorized by NRC *

License No. R-76 and to the discussion of our findings held by Messrs. Johnson
and North with Mr. Wilson and other members of your staff at the conclusion of i

the inspection.

Areas examined during this inspection are described in the enclosed inspection :

report. Within these areas, the inspection censisted of selective !

examinations of procedures and representative records, interviews with
personnel, ar.d observations by the inspector.

No violations of NRC requirements were identified within the scope of this 1

. inspection.-

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure
,

' will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

Should ynu have any questions concerning this inspection, we will be glad to
.

'discuss them with you.

Sincerely _ p
Mf W

Ross A. Scarano, Director
Division of Radiation Safety

and Safeguards
Enclosure:
Inspection Report No. 50-27/89-01

.
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U. S. Nuts. EAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION V

Report No. 50-27/89-01

Dockst No. 50-27

License No. R-76

Licensee: Washington State bniversity
Research Reactor: Nuclear Radiation Center
Pullman, Washington 99163

Facility t!ame: Research Reactor: Nuclear Radiation Center

Inspection at: Pullman, Washington

Inspection Conducted: May 24-26, 1989

6/Y[lfInspector: y

H. S. Nor f , 'n'or Radiation" Specialist Date Signede

bo Yk) B
A. 'O. Johns T nforcement Of ficer D4te(Sig'ned

Approved by: T/ 4//j,'ff
~. H. Garcia, Acting Chief Ddte/ SignedE

Facilities Radiological Protection Section

Summary:

Inspection on May 24-26, 1989 (Report No. 50-27/89-01)

Areas Inspecteo: Routine unannounced inspection by regionally based
inspectors of *.he reactor operations progrva; including reactor operatitns,
health physics, emergency planning and prept. redness, transportation
activities, follow-up items and exit interview. Inspection procedures 30703,
40750, 83743, 867M and 92717 were addressed.

.

Results: In the five areas inspected, no violations or deviations were

identified. The licensee's programs were capable of meeting their safety
objectives.

9 % dos & 'W-4 ae
.
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DETAlts -

1. Persons Contacted

* W. E. Wilson, Associate Director, Nuclear Radiation Center
* J. A. Neidiger, Reactor Supervisor, Senior Reactor-Operator (SRO)

D. D. Barbee, DVM, former Interim Director, Nuclear Radiation Center
R. H. Filby, Ph.D. , Chairman, Department of Chemistry
B. Bunce. Reactor Technician, SRO
J. Jewel, Reactor Technician, Reactor Operator (RO)
H. Scott, Head of Technical Services, Nuclear Radiation Center

<

* Denotes those individuals attending the exit interview.
,

2. Reactor Operations (40750)

a. General

The inspection established that reactor operations were consistent
with the information provided in the licensee's annual reports of
1987 and 1988. Ihe inspectors observed reactor operation including

,

startup and shutdown. No deficiencies were identified.

The recctor facility continues to providt scpport for irradiations
and research programs,

b. Organization

The organizational structure for the reactor facility was as
described in Section 6.2 end 6.3 of the Technical Specifications

(TS). Dr. R. Filby, former Director of the Nuclear Radiation Center
(Center) resigned that position tu accept the Chairmanship of the
Chemistry Department, effective April 1, 1988. Dr. D. Barbee, from

| the veterinary medicine faculty was appointed. interim Director,
effective Hay 1, 1988. Dr Barbee resigned his interim assignment

| effective May 18, 1989. Dr. If. C. Rayburn, Associate Vice Provost
for Research, was designated as the new interim Director. The
University has announced an opening for an individual, experienced
in research reactor supervision and management, at the SRO level, to
be the Director of the Center. .The present Associate Director has
announced his intention to retire as of June 30, 1989. No other
changes in the reactor operations staff were contemplated at the
time of the inspection.

Shortly before the commencement of the subject inspection the Region
V of fice of the USNRC became aware of an allegation concerning a
security matter. During the inspection the inspectors interviewed
present and former facility staff members as a part of a follow-up
of the allegation. The inspectors found the allegation to be

,

without merit and establisned that.no threat to the facility!
I existed.

. - . . . , - ._ - -- - . ..- -
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The division of radiation protection responsibilities between the
reactor operations staff and the University Radiation Safety Office, !

which is active with respect to the Washington State licensed
program, remains as described in Inspection Report N3. 50-27/87-01.

The licensca's organization appears to be capable of the safe use
and directlen of the reactor facility,

c. Review and Audit

The Reactor Safeguards Committee (RSC) was assigned review and audit
responsibilities in TS Section 6.5. Review of the records of RSC
meeting minutes and audit records established that the committee had

4 met or exceeded the requirements for meetings and reviews and audits
specified in the TS. The audits were adequate for safe operation.of
the facility,

d. Corrective Actions for Unusual Events and Occurrences

The licensee had reported no unusual events or occurrences since the
last inspection. Discussion with the licensee's staff and
examination of records identi'ted no matters which should have been
reported.

e. Experiments

Discussion with licensee personnel and an exam! nation of the records
rif experic'ents conducted since the last inspection established that
no new experimentt aad been approved or conducted. The scope of
experiments performed were consistent with previous approvals and
the TS.

The records of completed experiments were maintained in three
volumes identified as Sharing (involving work for another
university or college), University (Washington State Universitv),
and Commerciel. An examination of the Irradiation Request Forms

-

shwed that the irradiations had involved various animal products,
mineral samples (geological samples), and organic and inorganic
chemicals or metals. In connection with the operation of the
reactor, foils and wires had also been irradiated. The record
review established that the Shared experiments had been reviewed
last on July 14, 1988. A total of 19 experiments were addressed in
the University record and 8 in the Commercial record. Discussions
with the licensee's staff established that no changes to the
facility, experiments or 50P's necessitating a safety evaluation

,

pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59 had occurred.

The licensee had established an administrative limit for pulses more
conservative than that imposed by the TS. The TS limit was $2.50,
however, the licensee's limit was $2,00, based on evaluation of the
fuel damage observed at the Texas A & M reactor. The licensee plans
to request amendment of the TS when their evaluation is complete.

)

-- -- _ __ -
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The licensee documented the results of calculations of the maximum
power density in core 32A, the current mixed standard-FLIP core.
The calculatior.s showed the value to be 18.9 kw/ rod which was less

s- than the limiting value of 22 kw/ rod identified in the 1979 SAR. j
i

f. Site Tour
-

The facility was found to be orderly and well maintained.. Records
of all operators' reactor operating time were maintained. The records

,

established that all operators had satisfied the requirements for '

the minimum operating time and the required number of checkouts,
startups and shutdowns since the last inspection. The review of '

optrating procedures identified no inconsistencies from the as-built
system. It appeared that fuel handling could be done safely in

.
accordance with procedures. Tagouts and jumper controls were not. . '

addressed. During the tear, confirmatory surveys were performed*

using an lon chamber survey meter, NRC-009163, due for calibration *

September. 10, 1989. No concerns were identified. It was noted that
postings were found to be coatistent with the requirene.its of
10 CFR 20.203.

|

g. fmergency Systems

The operators verify that the emergency alarm system is operable by
weekly verification with the campus police to assure that alarms are
properly received. Sensors are checked on a monthly basis. The
campus police participate in an annual walk through of the facility.
Fire detaction systems were tested by the campus fire department
twice a year in addition to a check of fire extinguishers. Campus
fire department personnel participate in a semiannual facility walk
through,

h. Records Review

-The weekly, monthly, quarterly ard annual maintenance summaries as
maintair,ed in the " Preventive Maintenance Checklist for 1989" and

.

"
.. 1988" were examined. No t'ailures to perform required

maintenance and tests at required intervals were identified. .The
following data represent a partial summary of the da*,a examined:

Parameter Units Range 1938 Range 1989

Conductivity pmhos/cm 0.47-0.76 0.61-0.75
'

pH 5.23-6.19 5.12-6.22

Shutdown margin $' -3.14 to -3.97 3.75 to -3.77-

Rod Drop Times as t

longest of 1,2 & 3 562 557 (April)
Pulse 687 843 (April),

Pulse test Number 822 and 0?7 832
,

,

r . , r,-rvey,.n-.- w1 m ev ~c.e + =S-wr- ,+,e-,-r- "w- w-r= 4-== *=~~m'*w -** =~~v - ~ ' ' - ' ~ * ' ' " * " " " - " ' * -*A--
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The maintenance records contained in " Maintenance Log Vol. 1 0.8"
were examined. The individual records were very brief, however, the
log referred to the individual Equipment Maintenance Record books
which contained detailed information. Log entries .were signed off
by the Reactor Supervisor indicating that a review had been
perfr med.

1. Procedur.es

The inspection ostablished that the licensee's Standard Operating
Procedures (50P), required by TS Section 6.8, were maintained and
changes were reviewed by the RSC as required by TS Section 6.5.4.
The procedures were located in the control room.

StLftup and shutdown of the reactor using 50P-4," Standard Procedure
for Startup, Operation and shutdown of the Reactor", was observed.
No deficiencies in the procedures or operations were identified.

The licensee's Administrative Procedures required approval of new
and amended procedures by the Reactor Supervisur and the Assistant
Director prior to implementation. RSC reviews were performed at the
time of the quarterly audits. Annual review of the procedures by
the operating staff was required and documented. SOP-33," Standard
Procedure for Offsite Shipment of Radioactive Materials", and
50P-34," Standard Procedure for the Transfer of Nonfuel Devices and
Experimental Apparatus into and out of the Reactor Pool", were
reviewed.

J. Requalification Training

The licensee had not conducted the biennial written requalification
examination at the' time of the inspection. The exam was schedule d

for later in the summer. The licensee was maintaining recorft " 'r

and SRO reactor operation and facility and safety reviews is t!a
facility operating staff and of training received.

k. Surveillance

Surveillance records, documented in the " Reactor Log", were examined
for the periods March 17-26, 1988, and January 27-May 18,1989.
It was noted that higher than normal fuel temperatures were observed
February 6-13, 1989, 361*-363*C, approximately 14*C higher than
normal at 1 Hw steady state. The licensee had dete) mined that the
anomaly was apparently due to thermal stratification in the pool due
to cold weather. Other operating parameters noted in the Log were
identified in Report Section 3.h. Records. The Log was well
maintained complete and had been signed by either an RO or SRO. It

we+ noted snat all the required surveillances had been completed and
documented.

In these areas the licensee's program was adequate for safe
operation of the facility. No violations or deviations were
identified.

a
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3. Health Physjes (40750 and 83743)

a. P,osting

It was noted that forms NRC-3 were appropriately posted. Current |copies of the Form, were provided to the licensee at the time of the
inspection, which were posted in place of the existing forms during
the inspection. Postings of restricted areas, radiation areas and
radioactiva materials storace areas were consistent with tha .

requirements of 10 CFR 20.203.

b. Personnel Mogitorino

Personnel were provided with film badges and finger rings by the
campus radiation safety organ 12ation. Records for all menibers of,
the reactor staff were examined for 1987 and 1988. All exposures
were less than the limits specified in 10 CFR 20.101. The highest
exposures were 100 and 90 mrem whole body and 930 and 380 mrem
extremity in 1987 and 1988, respectiavly. The licensee maintained
prior occupational exposure information on forms consistent with the
requirements of 10 CFR 20.102.

.

c. Surveys

During the facility tour a survey was performed with an NRC
instrument as noted in Report Section 2.f. The log identified as
" Daily Survey / Daily Swipe Log, Liquid Effluent Release Records,
Per:,oanel Exposure Records 0.13", was examined. The portions of the
log addressing Daily Surveys / Swipe records, mon'.hly neutron surveys
and Holdup Tank kelease Data Log were examined. No significant
differences from the results of the inspectors facility survey were
identified.

The licensee's health physics prograre applicable to the reactor
facility appeared adequate to protect the health and safety of the
staff and public. No violations or deviations were identified.

4. Ewergency planning and Preparedness (40750)

The report of an Emergency Drill, conducted June 8, 1988, was excmined.
The drill involved the transportation of an injured and possibly
contaminated person to tae hospital. A post drill critique wasi

conducted. The Itcensee documented the review of the current operating
and emergency procedures by the reactor operations staff, during the
period March-April 1989. The tests of the facility alarm systems and
interface f miliarization of emergency response personnel with the

I reactor facility were previously identified in Report Section 2.g. The-

| emergency preparedness program was adequate for the rafe op9 ration of the
j- facility.
I

5. Transportation Activities (86740)

The licensee disposes of radioactive mater tal by transfer to the
Washington State licensed program. The licensee's recoros of shipment of

!
_ ..- __ . -- . - .. - .
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irradiated materials to other universities and commercial customers were" "y
examined. Shipping records for 1988 and 1989 were examined. The

- documents supporting the shipments were found to be complete and no
concerns were identified. The transportaticn program was adequate for
the safe operation of the facility.

6. Information Notices (92717)

Receipt and review of Information Notices 87-22: Operator Licensing
Requalification Examinations at Honpower Reactors, and 89-09: Credit for
Control Rods Without Scram Capebility in the Calculation of the Shutdown
Margin, was verified. No concerns were identified.

7. Exit Interview (30703)

The scope and findings of the inspection were discussed with the
individuals denoted in Report Section 1. The licensee was informed that
no violations or deviations had been identified It was the inspectors

I conclusion that the f acility was being operated in a safe and
conservative manner.

(
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